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From the Best-Selling learning to read series, Bob Books, comesÂ Sight Words: First GradeSight

words are common words that appear again and again in your children's reading material. Knowing

these words "by sight" is essential for reading fluency. Bob Books Sight Words - First Grade

gradually adds more complexity as your beginning reader acquires 30 new sight words. It is a great

companion book to Bob Books Sight Words - Kindergarten.Â   Consistent short vowels in one

syllable words of three, four or five letters, mean children can sound out (decode) the story.They

learn three new sight words per book.  While words and stories in Sight Words First Grade are

slightly longer and more complex than Sight Words Kindergarten, they are still suitable for a

beginning reader.Â   Inside the box you'll find:Â  - 10 easy-to-read, hilarious small books, 12 pages

each.Â  - Slightly longer and more complex stories.Â  - All stories told in one syllable, three-, four-

and five-letter words, plus sight words.Â  - Consistent short vowels mean easy decoding in the rest

of the story.Â  - Three new sight words introduced in each book.Â  - Context clues and illustrations

give sight word hints.Â  - 30 two-sided, sight words flash cards..
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"Forget Dick and Jane. Your beginning reader needs Bob BooksÂ® to succeed." 

--cpamomva.blogspot.com"Tiny enough to sneak in a very full diaper bag, we are enjoying them



here, there, and everywhere." -- needsnewbatteries.blogspot.com"They are a wonderful addition to

a home library, school library, or a homeschool library. I love the smiles on my daughters' faces

when they have succeeded in reading a book--that's priceless!" -- ourgaggleofgirls.com"Bob

BooksÂ® made our children into avid readers. Best investment I ever made." -- The Lewiston

Tribune

At Bob Books, we emphasize that learning to read should be gentle and easy. This means that

letters and concepts are introduced slowly and in a way that kids can understand, with plenty of

repetition and opportunity for achievement. Learning to read is surprisingly complex, but Bob Books

progress gradually and gently, helping children achieve early reading success and setting a

foundation for a lifetime of strong literacy skills. Our method of meeting children where they are on

their path to reading, is the easiest and most effective method, versatile enough to use both at home

and in the classroom.  Feeling overwhelmed with the task of teaching your child to read?  The good

news is that you don't have to know reading theory to use Bob Books. Teaching your child to read

using Bob Books will not feel like teaching. Bob Books provide a step-by-step program to gently

guide your child through the early stages of reading. At each level, books are carefully crafted to

meet the needs of a particular stage in a child's reading development. Learning to read with Bob

Books assures children success from their very first reading experience. Your child will amaze you

with how quickly they can go from needing help, to reading all by themselves.  Don't Push  Not all

children are ready to read at the same age. Be sensitive to your child's learning style and reading

readiness. Practice together, sounds out words and play games. Take many small steps, and be

patient. One day you'll be surprised and delighted to discover your child is a reader.  This is easy!  A

confident reader is a reader for life. That's why Bob Books sets were designed to give your child

early reading confidence - so that they will love to read!  Make it FUN!  Other early literacy programs

can teach your child to "memorize" words or "perform" reading well, but Bob Books is not meant to

be a chore. Best of all, there are so many ways to make it enjoyable for your child. Try the activities

that come with the sets, use silly voices while reading together and make up songs.  We wish your

young learner much success and happiness as he or she enters the great adventure of reading.

Man oh man does my son LOVE reading these! He feels soooo proud of himself when he can pick

up a book and read it from front to back. Best part was watching him do it with my mom ;-) Could it

get to be too simple in a few more months? Sure....but he's already reading then, isn't he??



Excellent book for kids to learn to read. My son reads these all the time now in kindergarten. He had

no interest in reading before but these books helped his confidence and now he loves reading.

Excellent beginner book set!

2 months into kindergarten, the teacher called a conference with my wife and I. Suggested that our

son repeat Kindergarten due to his frustration and lack of attention in learning his ABC's. So we

were determined to teach him his ABC's, reading, and have him enter 1st grade with his peers. We

purchased Set 1, 2, and sight words.Now fast forward 2 months after the Bob's books, my son is

reading!!! And his teacher sent home a lengthy note about how ecstatic they were in his reading.

They even called him a super reader!You must be patient because these books are "boring" to a

NORMAL reader, however, to a kid that is just beginning to understand how to sound letters, and

put them in to words  they are an absolute MUST. He gets very excited with each book he

finishes, and we let him put marbles in his reward jar. Full jar equals cool reward.Each set contains

12 books (I think), and they are short reads  7 or 8 pages. Very little distractions. WE ARE

SOOOO HAPPY WITH THIS PURCHASE!

These books are wonderful. Our 5yr old kindergartener only knew 25 sight words 2 months ago.

With the help of these books he has confidence to sound out and read the entire series. These

books help give young readers confidence to explore new material!

These books are fantastic. My 5-year-old is starting school in a week and we have been working on

reading all summer. He is working on sight words and phonics exercises and is reading the first 3

books very well and is moving on to 4,5, and 6. The sight words cards that come with the set are

very helpful. He really enjoys mastering them and then reading them in the books. I wish all the

beginnning sets came with cards. We have this set and the Beginning Stories set and I just came

back and bought 2 more sets! These are just challenging enough but not so hard that he can't read

the whole thing himself.

I get it, but they are really just OK books to me... a few words per page, very simple pictures... My

daughter (5) loved them, so 4 stars for the love... Plus, was easy enough for her to catch on to most

of the words and read them back, which of course is the primary purpose. I feel that there are a lot

of choices now in this type of introductory learning book that these have lost their charm.



I bought the other set of Bob beginner readers years ago for my older daughter and didn't like them,

but for my younger daughter was a reluctant reader in kindergarten so in desperation I bought these

to help her learn her sight words. This set has been essential in helping her learn to read. I recently

pulled the older Bob set out of storage and I still like this set MUCH better. For one thing,

kindergartners are assessed based on sight words. This set also has more of a story, such that it is,

so they have given her confidence that she is actually reading a book. The other ones are really

reading words, some of which make sense and others that don't.

I can't say enough great things about the BOB books when it comes to teaching my kid how to read.

they are fantastic.
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